
Lash Lift Frequently Asked Questions

As with all amazing and wonderful treatments there are things that can go wrong so we have developed a 
troubleshooting list of frequently asked questions and standardized responses for you.  Please remember 
that without seeing your client’s eyes or watching you perform the treatment we are not able to comment 
specifically however these are some really good points to refer to at any time when faced with adversity.  If 
these questions and answers have not helped and you are not able to get back in touch with your trainer to 
assist you (they might be training daily so this is a good chance) then always remember that your countries 
distributor is there to assist you.  

1. The client’s lashes have not lifted enough?

• Check your expiry date of product and location of where has the product been stored – storage of 
Elleebana is very important and high temperatures of heat or sun exposure can reduce the strength
of the product. All product is stored in the fridge or cool temperatures before leaving our factory we 
strongly recommend you continue the correct storage of the products for optimal results. 

• Check the ethnicity of your client’s background – perhaps the strength or genetic structure of their 
hair means they require a longer processing time.  Sometimes this is not visible to the naked eye 
and the chemical bonds within the lash are stronger than anticipated, please always start with a 
processing time of 6 minutes for lifting lotion and 5 minutes for the setting lotion and work forward 
or backward from there.

• When you selected the rod size did the lashes roll further than past the half way point? This is 
mandatory for a good lift – you can watch a video on YouTube for guidance 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKr2q-YdLC0

• Consistent placement of the lotion – the coating should be a milky thick consistency that coats each
and every lash evenly and up to ¾ of the way up the lash

• Have you used a recycled sachet?  If you have chosen to open a sachet and store the remaining 
product in the sachet for the next client you must ensure the next client is coming within 24 hours 
(absolute max).  If you have used a sachet that has been opened then the product might have 
begun the oxidation process and thus reduced the potency.  Its best to book lash lift clients back to 
back if you are choosing to obtain two lifts from a sachet.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKr2q-YdLC0


2. The other eye has not lifted the same way or as much?

• It is possible that some clients have a stronger follicle direction on one eye. If this is the case you 
might need to notate this on the client card and compensate for this when they come in by 
processing the stronger eye for longer.

• Were you specific enough about your timing? Lash Lifting results can be effected by as little as 30 
seconds, if you applied the solution to one eye and the processing time began then you waited 
between applying to the second eye then the first eye will have a stronger lift or perhaps even over 
process. Be very specific about your timing each and every time. 

• Lash placement on the rod – if you have not symmetrically placed the lashes on the rods so that 
both eyes are the same and complimentary then this will be evident when the rods are removed 
and the lashes are dried. Taking a photo of your clients eyes open before you begin the lifting 
process and refer to their iris location once the rod is on will help your lash placement

• Lash Lifting adhesive – be mindful of your usage, this product (even though it is water soluble) can 
create a barrier between lash and the lifting or setting lotion. The adhesive has a setting time that 
allows you to roll the lashes up onto the silicone rod however sometimes the adhesive might set 
before all of your lashes are up. You can use a small amount more of adhesive but you need to be 
mindful of the placement of the adhesive – if you are coating the already well placed lashes with 
adhesive those lashes might not lift. 

3. Tint was performed already – can I lift after a tint?

If a client decides after a tint that they wish to proceed with a lift you will need to inform them that this 
process will strip some of the color from the lashes.  You can re-tint the lashes again after the lift if time 
permits. Remember that only Belmacil and Elleebana can be used together in the same appointment.

4. The lashes have dropped after the tint?

• Using another brand of lash tint other than Belmacil lash and brow tints combined with Belmacil 
oxidant can result in a lash lift dropping. You must wait 2 weeks after the lift if you wish to tint the 
lashes with another brand of lash tint and you will also need to discuss your cover with your 
insurance company as you will not be following the manufacturer’s guidelines and thus meaning 
you are not covered by insurance in the event of a reaction. 

• Your client has not followed the aftercare and has exposed their lashes to water, steam shampoos, 
cleansers, eye creams or serums within the first 24 hours 

• Your product was not rinsed off well enough when you removed the setting lotion.  The rinsing 
process to remove the setting lotion is very important to cease the continued processing of the 
lotion.  The lashes must be well rinse and all product removed from the lashes or the lashes might 
over process or drop.

• Your lash lift was not dried well enough during the appointment to show you the full extent of the 
lift. As the lashes are wet after the treatment they will be weighed down by the weight of the water 
on the lashes, once they begin to dry they may show over processing or incorrect lash placement 
on the rod. Be sure to dry well your clients lashes before they leave. 

5. The lashes have changed direction after 24 hours?

• Your client has not followed the aftercare and has exposed their lashes to water, steam shampoos, 
cleansers, eye creams or serums within the first 24 hours 

• Your product was not rinsed off well enough when you removed the product
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• Your lash lift was not dried well enough during the appointment to show you the full extent of the 
lift.  As the lashes are wet after the treatment they will be weighed down by the weight of the water 
on the lashes, once they begin to dry they may show over processing or incorrect lash placement 
on the silicone rod.  Be sure to dry well your clients lashes before they leave.  

6. After a period of time (two, three or four weeks) the lashes are starting to look 
crossed over, twisted or not lifted perfectly like they used to?

If your client is starting to see a change to their lashes after the first 24 hours this is no longer the product – 
this is their own natural lash regrowth cycle. To determine how many of their lashes are in the resting phase 
when you are performing the treatment is very difficult. By following the rule that we loose on average 3 
natural lashes per day then after 14 days (two weeks) your client will have lost 42 of their own natural 
lashes.  Your client will also see new lash growth coming through that was not lifted during the appointment 
and baby lashes that were lifted but now have a straight lash base and the ends are lifted or twisted as the 
lashes grow outward.  

If you perform a lash lift on a client who has a considerable amount of small or baby lashes that are 
obviously in their growth phase it’s a good idea to advise them that they will notice this sooner than expected
and it might be a good idea to rebook in for their next lash lift sooner.  This might also mean that the next 
time they come for a lash lift the regrowth stage might be much slower as the growing lashes might have 
reached their resting phase and the lift will last them longer the next time around.  

7. What can I do if my client's lashes are over processed or damage occurs?

• Relax the lashes using the relaxation method to reduce the curl and encourage the lashes back 
into a less lifted state.

• Provide them with a conditioning serum.  Elleebana does not recommend any particular brand and 
in fact have found the best possible serum is castor oil or coconut oil.  Carefully submerge a 
disposable mascara want in the caster or coconut oil and brush on the lashes before bed.

• A supplement could also be worth considering for internal consumption formula that provides 
essential nutrients for strong hair/lashes.  Choosing a supplement with Silica, Horsetail, Biotin and 
Ascorbic acid (to aid absorption) will strengthen any brittle lash damage and assist with the 
regeneration of the lashes in the lash cycle. 

8. My client’s bottom lashes were caught up in the lash lift? 

Protection of the bottom lashes is mandatory – They must not be curled up onto the rod with the upper 
lashes or that will be the direction that they are lifted to.  You must check for any lower lashes caught up 
during the lifting process and gently peel them back from the rod then protect them with an under eye pad or
micropore tape.

If the lower lashes process this is because the solution has come into contact with these lashes and you will 
need to perform the relaxation method on these lashes with the clients eyes open.  This is a very precise 
and careful procedure and you must proceed with caution.  It is recommended to prop your client up instead 
of laying down and using a wonder wand or a very small mascara wand or microbrush to gently comb the lift
and setting lotion onto the lashes and relax the lower lashes.

9. Can my client wear mascara?

Absolutely – you can choose to wear Elleevate Mascara immediately after your lash lift (and remove at the 
evening with Belma-remove makeup remover)  or wait till after 24 hours to apply regular mascara.  
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Remember that mascaras need to be replaced every 3 months to avoid bacteria growth and infections in 
your lashes.   

Elleevate Lash Lift Mascara by Elleebana, contains Arginine, Keratin and Biotin for strong and healthy 
lash growth.

10. Is lash lifting damaging to the lashes?

The chemical process of breaking he disulfide bonds within the lash is damaging to the lash  if not 
performed correctly.  Over pressing the time on the lashes means the bonds are either not able to be 
reformed well enough or they break so far that they are over-process.  Applying the lotion to the ends of the 
lashes (which is not the are we want the re-direction of the lash to occur) can also cause damage to the 
lashes.  The inclusion of lanolin in the lifting lotions offers moisture and nourishment to the lash while the 
bonds are being broken in order to soften the hair and provide support. 

11. Can I re-lift lashes?  If so how soon?

A re-lift on a client or a relaxation on a client can be performed in the same treatment on the same day if 
necessary.  If you are re-lifting lashes because the curl or lift is not prominent at all then a reduced amount 
of time is required but all the same steps apply.  If the curl is visible but not prominent to the extent that you 
would like then less than half the time might be required (just enough to get a slight amount more in the lift). 
All the same steps apply and both lifting and setting steps must be performed together with correct rinsing.  

12. The lashes have not lifted at all?

After referring to all points mentioned above in “The Clients lashes have not lifted enough” you might also 
need to consider pregnancy, breastfeeding, hormone replacement therapy, hormonal changes in the body, 
medication or ethnical back ground.  Some of these factors can play a huge part in the strength of the 
chemical bonds within the lash.  It is extremely rare but some clients have lashes that simply won’t lift.  In 15
years we have experienced this 3 times but with the increase in changes made to medications the bodies’ 
resistance to a lash lift could change also.  

13. Tested on animals 

Belmacil and Elleebana both are not tested on animals nor are the individual ingredients within the formulas 
however both products do contain lanolin which is a product produced from the wool of a sheep after the 
sheep has been sheered.

This then classes the product as non-vegan.

We have looked at various alternatives for nourishment and moisture boosters in the lash lift solutions and 
so far our tests have not shown an adequate alternative however that’s not to say we are giving up. We will 
always work on advancements and test new ingredients and additives to improve our formulation both for 
effectiveness and to suit our customers’ needs/requests.

14. Lash placement – just how important is it?

Well it's like setting your table for a dinner party but putting out no knives and forks for your guests - the rest 
of the meal just isn't going to work! If your lashes are grouped, twisted, bunched together or pointing in the 
wrong direction the result of the lift will represent this and look wrong. 

Perfect separation, direction and even spacing results in wonderful lifts and a complimentary result to your 
clients eyes. 
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The benefit of the silicone rods and the lash lifter tool is that you can redirect any grouped or twisted lashes 
by easily sweeping the lashes into the direction that you want. 

The top image shows lashes that have quickly been pulled up onto the rod and left with no separation or 
redirection. The lower image shows careful redirection of the lashes for a perfect resulting lift. The middle 
image shows the difference between the two. 

Spend the time and correct any lashes that don't look the way you would want them to. Good lash 
placement on the rod leads to lash lift perfection!!! 

15. How do I separate the lashes on the rod?

When separating the lashes on the rod ensure you start at the base of the lashes dragging the metal lifter 
from root to tip. This will ensure the lashes untangle at the base and will separate into even sections. Your 
over all look should look even and uniform on both sides. Be sure to check that inner corners are not hidden 
under the eye patches.

Whilst lifting the lashes it is not uncommon for lashes to sometimes shed. As long as the client does not feel 
a 'pulling' sensation this is apart of the natural shed cycle. If your client does feel this sensation your glue is 
too dry to separate the lashes and you will need to apply a small amount of adhesive in the area to loosen 
the lashes.

16. Like an artists canvas - having a clean and clear surface to begin with is the best 
place to start.

Clients arrive with make up, moisturisers, suncream, liner, mascara and brow powders and removing these 
barriers to reveal their bare and naked lashes and eye area will give you the best results with lash lifting.

We use Belma Remove non oily make up remover which is Australian made to remove any products and 
make up from the entire eye, brow and lash area leaving us with a clean and clear surface to begin.

Not fully removing make up and product residues can effect not only the application process but the result of
your lash lift.
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The barriers that makeup leaves on the lashes and eye area can mean: 

• Your under eye protection pads can slip and reveal the lower lashes (meaning processed lower 
lashes ) 

• You may find your adhesive won't adhere to the eyelid and your silicone rods pop up and don't rest 
in the right place 

• The lashes are difficult to roll onto the silicone rods

• The end result of a lift is not what it should be because the lashes have a barrier that blocks the 
solution from breaking down the lash bonds

Using Belma Remove on damp cotton make up rounds, emulsified to a slightly foaming solution will easily 
remove make up or products from your clients eye area and give you the perfect canvas for your lash 
masterpiece.

17.  Patch Testing

Yes it must be done.

Please perform a patch test on your clients (minimum of 24) - 48 hours prior to the treatment. You will need 
to test the lift solution, setting lotion and the lash lifting adhesive on either the crook of the arm or behind the 
ear of your client.

If you can book in a number of patch tests all on the same day this is a great time and money saver for you 
but if not it is easy enough to squeeze out a small amount of solution for testing, reseal the one shot sachets
with a kitchen bag sealer or sticky tape, date the sachets and store in the fridge for the next client. These 
sachets will store in the fridge opened (but resealed) for between 2 - 3 weeks for patch testing purposes only
- the solution after opening for treatment purposes must be used within 24 hours maximum as the product 
will begin to oxidise and lose its potency for lash lifting purposes.

When patch testing your lash lifting adhesive do not use the brush applicator on your clients skin - instead 
dip in a micro brush and use once only to touch your clients skin. This will avoid any cross contamination in 
your lash lifting adhesive bottle.

Clients can still react to any treatment (lash lifting, tinting, extensions, facials - you name it) even without 
showing a positive result to a patch test and for this reason asking your clients to sign and indemnity form 
also which outlines that they have been made aware of the risks and they have truthfully advised you of any 
contraindications is standard salon practice.

Once you have patch tested the client record the result on their client card and file for your records.
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18.  Can you lash lift on someone pregnant or nursing?

You might be wondering what a pregnant belly has to do with lash lifting but we often get asked about the 
safety of performing a lash lift on a pregnant or breastfeeding mother so we thought we would add this to our
boot camp tips.

Pregnancy and breastfeeding can effect the end result of a lift because of the additional hormones produced
by the body and the changes that the bodies hair goes through during these times (hands up who lost hair 
during their pregnancies?)

We have performed lifts on a good amount of both expecting and Breastfeeding mothers for years and most 
times the lift works perfectly with only a small percentage only experiencing less of a lift than usual but this 
small percentage is enough to mention so that your clients can be made aware that the result might not be 
what they are used to.

Also an important factor to consider for the new mum is that if she experiences a reaction to either the lift or 
the tint she cant take any medications/antihistamines to help reduce the reaction. For this reason we 
recommend not performing lash lifts or tints on first trimester pregnancies and outside of this time its 
important to keep your clients well informed of the risks and sign the appropriate waivers/indemnities stating 
that they have made informed consent to the treatment.

19. Can I use a lash lift or a lash lift relaxation process to straighten a client's lashes in 
order to apply lash extensions?

Yes you can, however, an Elleebana lift/straightening treatment must be performed 24 hours before the lash
extensions are applied to ensure the lashes have returned to the normal ph level and because some lash 
techs choose to clean/shampoo lashes before applying lash extensions this might affect the results of the 
lift/straightening.  You will also need to keep in mind that as the lash lift/straightening grows out in-fills for the
extensions will become more difficult and might need removing and a full new set instead of filing.

20. My client has lash extensions on but wants a lash lift – can I remove the extensions 
and lift the lashes in the same treatment?

The short answer is no – while we have tested this and had great results we have only tested using 
Elleebana Lash extension product ranged and not every lash extension product range (i.e. glue, remover, 
primer) are the same.  We also can't determine the results of this as many lash extensions that operate may 
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not perform lash extensions safely (with correct isolation or not enough glue control causing overloading of 
the lash line).  If a client comes with unsafe lash extensions applied there is a large likelihood that their 
natural lashes will be damaged and lifting damaged lashes might cause breakage.  For this reason, we have
to say that the treatment can be performed after the removal of lash extensions on a case by case basis and
with careful lash health assessment. 

21. My clients lashes extend past the X-Large silicone rod – what can I do?

What a lucky client!!!  This is not an issue for you though.  You can use the X-Lage silicone rod and because
you are only addressing the lower section of their lashes as long as the area s carefully separated and 
placed on the silicone rod the lashes that extended past the top of the rod will not be affected.

22. My client's lashes don't reach the half way mark on the small silicone rod?

Sad but true – there are some clients whose lashes are simply too short to lift safely and in most cases 
these clients are already of their lash status.  They may be a better candidate for a short application of lash 
extensions if their natural lashes do not reach or extend past the half way mark on the small sized silicone 
rods.  In the case of very short lashes – opt for using a microbrush to apply the lotion so as to avoid the lash 
tips. 

23. When should I rebook my client for a re-lift?

A client can have a lash lift as soon as she would like to, we generally say a lift should last up to 6 weeks or 
more on most clients – however, the lash growth cycle must be taken into account.  If your notice your client 
has a lot of baby lash growth coming through you may wish to point this out to them and recommend they 
re-book their next lift for sooner than 6 weeks.  Other clients might experience an extremely slow lash 
regeneration process and only need a lift ever 8 to 10 weeks.  However if you are performing a tint it is 
recommended that they come back for a re-tint at 6 weeks so it is a great time to do a lift.

24. How do I reorder my supplies?

Please ask your trainer to now refer you to the best way to re-purchase all of your product needs.  You can 
record this information here:  
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